is an absolutely convex bounded and closed subset of L, LA is the linear hull of A with the locally convex topology which has as fundamental system of neighbourhoods of the .
( 1 ) origin the family ^-A: n = 1, 2, ...^ We say that a n sequence (x^) in L is a Cauchy (convergent) sequence in the sense of Mackey, if there exists an absolutely convex closed and bounded subset B of L, such that (x^) is a Cauchy (convergent) sequence in LB. Then it is natural to define a locally complete space L as a space in which every Cauchy sequence in the sense of Mackey is convergent in the sense of Mackey in L. If a subset M of L is such that for every point x of L there exists a sequence (^) in M which converges to x in the sense of Mackey, M is called locally dense in L. L is called a dual locally complete space if L'[cr(L', L)] is locally complete. If L is topologically isomorphic to P write L ^ P.
Let Q. be a non-empty open subset of the m-dimensional euclidean space R/". Then ^(0.) and ^'(ti) are the L. Schwartz spaces with the strong topologies. By <o we denote the product of countably many one-dimensional spaces. Let s be the vector space of all the rapidly decreasing sequences, with the metric topology. The dual of s with the Mackey topology is denoted by 5'.
A
space T is called B^-complete if every dense subspace M of T'[(T(T',T)] coincides with T' when M n A is a(T', T)-
closed in A for every equicontinuous set A that belongs to T.
Throughout this paper, E denotes an infinite-dimensional Frechet space, different from co, and F a Frechet space which is not Banach.
In order to prove Theorem 1, we need the following result, which we gave in [8] In Theorem 1, (EJ is a sequence of infinite-dimensional spaces such that in E^ there is a weakly compact absolutely convex and separable subset which is total in E^, n = 1, 2, ... Now we use the result a) and be obtain a linear continuous and injective mapping »", from T into E,, such that u,(T) is dense in E, and M,(T) ^ E,. We define a mapping g from T N X © E, into fj E, such that if 
Frechet spaces. Then (E § F) X © E^ /ia5 a quotient which is

71=1
topologically isomorphic to a non-closed dense subspace of co.
Proof. -Since E^ is not a Banach space there is a subspace G, of (E § F) X © E, lying in E,, such that EJG, ^ co.
and the conclusion follows straightforward from Theorem 1 applied to (E § F) X co^. q.e.d.
COROLLARY 1.2. -There is a quotient of s^ which is topologically isomorphic to a non-closed dense subspace of (o.
Proof. -Since s § s ^ s, it is possible to write (s 0 s) X s^ ^ s^\ Now we apply Theorem 2.
q.e.d.
LEMMA. -The space ^(Q) has a closed subspace topologically isomorphic to s^\
Proof. -In 0, let (K^) be a sequence of compact sets such that K^ c: K^+i, n == 1, 2, . . ., being K^+i the interior 00 set of K^+i, and [_j K^ == ^2. Suppose that Ki ^ 0.
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We put Ko = 0. Let R^ be a closed m-dimensional rectangle containded in K^ -K^_i, n = 1, 2, ... Let E^ and Fb e the subspaces of ^(Q) formed by the elements of ^(Q) whose supports are contained in R^ and K^, respectively.
00
We now prove that E = Q) E^ is a subspace of ^(Q).
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Let V^ be an absolutely convex neighbourhood of the origin in E^. Since Ei is a subspace of the Frechet space Ft here is an absolutely convex neighbourhood U^ of the origin in F^ such that Ui n Ei == Vi. Suppose that we have constructed in F,^ an absolutely convex neighbourhood of the origin U^ such that U, n [F,^ © EJ = r(U,_i u VJ, n ^ 1, Uo = {0}, being r(U^_i u VJ the absolutely convex hull of U^_i u V^. Since F,, © E^+i is closed in F^+i and E^+i and F^ are Frechet spaces, we have that F^ © E^+i is a subspace of F^+i and therefore we can find an absolutely convex neigh- Since ^(D) is the inductive limit of the sequence (FJ we have that U is a neighbourhood of the origin in ^(Q) and therefore E is a subspace of ^(ti). On the other hand, E is complete, hence E is closed in ^(Q).
If P and Q are two compact subsets of R p and R 9 , respectively, then q.e.d.
7l==l
THEOREM 3. -Given a space E, suppose that E Aa<9 a subspace G topologically isomorphic to 5 (N) . TAen E Aa5 a separated quotient which is not locally complete.
Proof. -According to Corollary 1.2, there is in G a closed subspace H so that G/H is topologically isomorphic to a non-closed dense subspace of o. Since G/H is a closed subspace of E/H and G/H is not locally complete, we have that E/H is not locally complete, q.e.d. The following result, which will be used afterwards was proved in [9] 
71=1
Proof. -It follows straightforward from result c) and Theorem 2.
q.e.d. In Theorem 7 we suppose that (EJ is a sequence of infinitedimensional spaces such that there is an absolutely convex weakly compact separable subset of E^ which is total in E^, n = 1, 2, ... We can take an infinite-dimensional closed subspace M of E'[cr(E'5 E)] which contains a total compact separable subset. Y^ === ^(T^). Obviously, ^u is an injective topological homomorphism and therefore Y and Y^ n == 1, 2, ..., are closed subspaces of X which can be identified with the weak duals of JJ T^ and T^ respectively. Proof. --In E^ there is an absolutely convex total separable weakly compact subset, and therefore it is possible to apply Theorem 7.
==1
Taking into account result a) being G == E^[(Ji(E^ EJ] and H = Y^, we can find an injective continuous mappinĝ from E^[(T(E^ EJ] into Y^ such that ^(E^) is a non-
With the same notation as in Theorem 7, let B be the kernel of f. Then G/B is a closed subspace of L'l^L', L)]/B. Since G/B is not locally complete, we can conclude that L'l^L', L)]/B is not locally complete, q.e. Proof. -Because of Corollary 1.8 and the Lemma, there is a closed subspace H of ^'(0.) so that ^'(Q)/H is not locally complete. If G is the orthogonal subspace of Q>(£1} to H, then G is not dual locally complete. It is suffices to apply result b).
q.e.d. In order to prove Theorem 10 and Theorem 12 we shall need the following result that we have proved in [10] 
71=1
Proof. -Since every closed subspace of a B^-complete spaces is B^-complete, [4] , we can suppose that E, F, E^, n = 1, 2, . . ., are separable spaces.
With the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 7, let B THE SPACE Q(Q.) IS NOT B^-COMPLETE 39 be the kernel of /*. Then B is a closed subspace of
P = X x ft E;[<r(E,, EJ]
==1
which lies in G. Let (LJJ be a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of the origin in E § F such that U^ ^ U^+i, n = 1, 2, ... Being A^ the polar set of U^ in X, let H^ be the linear hull of A^ with the induced topology of (?(X, E § F) and let G.=H,xnE.[<r(E,E,)].
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Let z^ be an element in Y^ such that z^ f ^(E^). Then the nth coordinate of f {z^ 0) coincides with z^ and the remaining are equal to zero, hence (/* (z^ 0)) is a bounded 00 sequence in U Y^.
71=1
If h is the canonical mapping from P onto P/B, h coincides with f on G and consequently {h{z^ 0)) is a bounded sequence in P/B.
XA is a Banach space with Y r\ XA^, as a closed subspace. Since We can apply result rf) in order to obtain a dense non closed subspace V in P/B such that V n A(GJ is finite-dimensional, n = 1, 2, . . . If XQ is a point lying in the closure of G^ n /r^V) in G^, then h(xo) is a point of the closure of A(GJ n V in A(GJ. The space A(GJ n V is finite-dimensional and thus h(xo) E A(GJ n V. Hence XQ e G^ n A-^V) and therefore this space is closed in G^. If A is a compact subset of P, let A^ and A^ be the 
Proof. -Let us suppose that G is the inductive limit of the increasing sequence (GJ of Frechet spaces. From Theorem 1 it follows that there is a closed subspace Q of L such that L/Q is topologically isomorphic to a non-closed B n F = B n <p(G^) n F and since <p(G^) n F is a finite dimensional space, B n F is closed in B. Hence Q 1 is not B^-complete. Since each closed subspace of a B^-complete space is itself B.-complete, [4] , it follows that G'[pi(G', G)] is not B,-complete.
Note. -In [10] we proved that the space ^'(fl) is not B^-complete. This result follows also from our Theorem 12, considering that ^(^) is a countable strict inductive limit of separable Frechet spaces and that it has a subspace L such that L ^ s^ ^ (s 0 s) X s^\
